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$625,000

Nestled amidst picturesque grassy paddocks, this property offers unparalleled views stretching over Diamond Island and

the endless expanse of the ocean beyond.At the heart of this stunning location stands a versatile shed, boasting essential

facilities including a bathroom complete with a vanity, toilet, and shower. With gas hot water, water tanks, and town

water, convenience is key.Experience comfort year-round with both a wood heater and a heat pump ensuring optimal

warmth, while an additional storage shed provides ample space for all your beachside essentials.This property epitomizes

comfort and relaxation, providing the ideal setup for a weekend retreat. Whether you're bringing a tent, caravan, boat,

surfboard, or inviting family and friends, there's room for everyone to enjoy this coastal haven and still have space to build

a dream home or holiday let.Points to note:• Diamond Island & ocean views• Close to Redbill Beach• Shed with

facilities• Land size 779 sqm • General residential zoning• Front awning for all weather entertaining• Outdoor

showerDon't miss this rare opportunity to secure your piece of paradise, with the added bonus of outstanding ocean

views. With everything ready and waiting, all that's left is to bring your dream home to life in this idyllic location.Roberts

Real Estate have made all reasonable efforts to obtain information regarding this property from industry and government

sources that are deemed to be both reliable and factual; however, we cannot guarantee their complete accuracy in every

instance. Prospective purchasers are advised to carry out their own investigations to ensure the property satisfies their

suitability/usage requirements. All measurements are approximate. Photos are indicative of the property only.


